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Abstract. P2P file-sharing systems are susceptible to pollution attacks,
whereby corrupted copies of content are aggressively introduced into the
system. Recent research indicates that pollution is extensive in several
file sharing systems. In this paper we propose an efficient measurement
methodology for identifying the sources of pollution and estimating the
levels of polluted content. The methodology can be used to efficiently
blacklist polluters, evaluate the success of a pollution campaign, to reduce
wasted bandwidth due to the transmission of polluted content, and to
remove the noise from content measurement data. The proposed methodology is efficient in that it does not involve the downloading and analysis of binary content, which would be expensive in bandwidth and in
computation/human resources. The methodology is based on harvesting
metadata from the file sharing system and then processing off-line the
harvested meta-data. We apply the technique to the FastTrack/Kazaa
file-sharing network. Analyzing the false positives and false negatives, we
conclude that the methodology is efficient and accurate.
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Introduction

By many measures, P2P file sharing is the most important application in the Internet today. There are more than 8 million concurrent users that are connected
to either FastTrack/Kazaa, eDonkey and eMule. These users share terabytes of
content. In the days of Napster (circa 2000), most of the shared files were MP3
files. Today the content includes MP3 songs, entire albums, television shows,
entire movies, documents, images, software, and games. P2P traffic accounts for
more than 60% of tier-1 ISP traffic in the USA and more than 80% of tier-1
traffic in Asia [1].
Because of the their decentralized and non-authenticated nature, P2P file
sharing systems are highly susceptible to “pollution attacks”. In a pollution
attack, a polluter first tampers with targeted content, rendering the content
unusable. It then deposits the tampered content, or only the metadata for that
content, in large volumes in the P2P file sharing system. Unable to distinguish
polluted files from unpolluted files, unsuspecting users download the files into
their own file-sharing folders, from which other users may then later download
the polluted files. In this manner, the polluted copies of a title spread through the
file-sharing system, and the number copies of the polluted title may eventually
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exceed the number of clean copies. The goal of the polluter is to trick users into
repeatedly downloading polluted copies of the targeted title; users may then
become frustrated and abandon trying to obtain the title from the file-sharing
system. As a side effect, however, the polluted content becomes a persistent
”noise” in the P2P system that interferes with research measurement work.
Pollution is currently highly prevalent in file-sharing systems, with as many as
50% to 80% of the copies of popular titles being polluted [2].
In this paper we study mechanisms to measure the effectiveness of a pollution
attack. We emphasize, however, that we do not take a side in the P2P filesharing debate, neither condoning nor condemning the pollution attacks that
are commissioned by the music, television and film industries. But given that
P2P file sharing traffic is currently the dominant traffic type in the Internet, and
that the files being transferred are frequently polluted, a significant fraction of
Internet bandwidth is clearly being wasted by transporting large, corrupted files.
It is therefore important to gain a deep understanding of the pollution attack
and develop effective mechanisms to measure it.
In this paper we explore two techniques for countering the pollution attack:
– Identifying pollution source IP ranges: The goal is to identify IP address ranges that are broad and complete enough to cover the hosts providing
polluted content, yet narrow enough to exclude the vast majority of ordinary
users.
– Identifying the pollution level of titles: With knowledge of which titles
are being polluted and to what extent users and researchers can use the file
sharing system accordingly.
In developing methodologies we have not only aimed for accuracy but also for
efficiency. For source identification, one approach would be to download copies
of titles from a vast number of IP addresses and then manually check the copies
for pollution; the IP addresses that consistently supply polluted content could
then be marked. Such an approach would be highly inefficient, requiring enormous bandwidth, computing and human resources, and would also introduce
significant “probing” traffic into the Internet.
Our methodologies do not involve the downloading of any files. Instead, they
identify polluting IP address ranges and targeted titles by collecting and analyzing metadata from the file sharing system. The metadata is harvested by
crawling the nodes in the P2P system and sending tailored queries to each of
the crawled nodes. The harvested metadata can then be analyzed to obtain detailed information about the numbers of versions and copies, and the IP subnets
containing the versions and copies, for a large number of investigated titles. From
this detailed information, our methodology constructs the blacklisted IP ranges
and the estimated pollution levels for the targeted titles. The methodology is
efficient in that it collects metadata (text) rather than content (which is typically 3MB to several GB per file for music and video) and that a large number
of titles and virtually all the file-sharing nodes can be investigated in one crawl.
Our contribution is as follows:
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– We developed a methodology for creating a blacklist set. The methodology
is based on identifying high-density prefixes, which are prefixes in which
the nodes that have a copy of a particular title have, on average, a large
number of copies. We provide a heuristic for separating the low density
prefixes from the high density prefixes, and a mechanism to merge prefixes
that are topologically close. The set of resulting merged prefixes constitutes
the pollution source set. We then developed several metrics for measuring the
accuracy of the set. The two principal metrics are probability of false positive
and false negative. We also examine secondary metrics, including comparing
the download times and last-hop RTTs at nodes we have identified and
regular nodes.
– We developed a methodology for estimating the pollution level of a title,
which is defined as the ratio of polluted copies in the network to the total
number of copies in the network. This estimate does not involve the downloading of any files and is solely based on the harvested metadata. We then
evaluate our estimate by measuring the actual pollution levels of selected
titles.
– We crawled FastTrack for 170 titles, including songs and movies. We then
applied the methodologies to the FastTrack metadata harvested during the
crawling procedure. Our resulting pollution source set contains 112 prefixes.
Our evaluation metrics indicate that the set is accurate, with low probabilities of false positives and false negatives. We also find that the estimates for
pollution levels in examined titles is accurate.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the pollution
attack in detail and introduce important terminology. In Section 3 we describe
in detail the metholodogies and the evaluation procedures for creating the pollution source set and the pollution-level estimates. In Section 4 we describe the
experimental setup, including the crawler and PlanetLab experiments. Section
5 provides the results of our experiment, including evaluation results for the
methodologies. Section 6 describes previous work related to this paper. We conclude in Section 7.

2
2.1

Overview of Pollution
File Sharing Terminology

We first provide an overview of a generic P2P file-sharing application. This will
allow us to introduce some important terminology that is used throughout the
paper. In this paper we are primarily concerned with the sharing of music and
video. We shall refer to a specific song or video as a title. A given title can have
many different versions (in fact, tens of thousands). These versions primarily
result from a large number of rippers/compressors, each of which can produce
slightly different files when created by different users. Modifications of metadata
can also create different versions. Users download different versions of titles from
each other, thereby creating multiple copies of identical file versions in the P2P
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file sharing system. At any given time, a P2P file-sharing system may make
available thousands of copies of the same version of a particular title.
A file in a P2P file sharing system typically has metadata associated with
it. There are two types of metadata: metadata that is actually included in in
file itself and is often created during the ripping process (e.g. ID3 Tags in mp3
files); and metadata that is stored in the file-sharing system but not within the
shared files themselves. This “outside-file” metadata may initially be derived
from the “inside-file” metadata, but is often modified by the users of the filesharing systems. It is the outside-file metadata that is employed during P2P
searches. In this paper, when using the term metadata, we are referring to the
outside-file metadata. Because different copies of a version of a title may be
stored on different user nodes, the different copies can actually have different
metadata.
When a user wants to obtain a copy of a specific title, the user performs
a keyword search, using keywords that relate to the title (for example, artist
name and song title). The keywords are sent within a query into the file-sharing
network. The query will visit one or more nodes in the file sharing network, and
these nodes will respond if they know of files with metadata that match the
keywords. The response will include the metadata for the file, the IP address of
the node that is sharing the file, and the username at that node. For many file
sharing systems, the response will also include a hash, which is taken over the
entire version. To download a copy of a version, one sends a request message
(often within an HTTP request message) to the sharing user. In this request
message, the version is identified by its hash. Many file sharing systems employ
parallel downloading, in which case requests for different portions of the version
are sent to different users sharing that file.
Many nodes in P2P file sharing systems are behind Network Address Translators (NATs). When crawling a NATed node’s private IP address and private
port number may be provided rather than its public IP address and public port
number. Since the range of private IP address is relatively narrow, different
NATed users may have the same private IP address. Thus, from the crawling
data, we cannot distinguish between different users solely by their IP addresses.
In order to distinguish between different users, including NATed users, we define
a user as the triple (IP address, port number, username).
2.2

Intentional Pollution

Naturally pollution occurs in P2P systems when users share corrupted versions
of some titles. However, the amount of such pollution is negligible. Other users
of the system, however, may intentionally introduce a large number of corrupted
files. They create numerous versions of their targeted title by tampering with it
in one or more ways with the binary content of the file. Then, they connect one
or more nodes to the P2P file-sharing system and places the tampered versions
into its shared folders on these nodes. Users query for the title and learn about
the locations of versions of the title, including the polluted versions and download one or more polluted versions. The P2P software then automatically places
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the file in the shared folders of those users and the pollutions spreads further.
That kind of pollution is prevalent in modern P2P file sharing systems such as
FastTrack/Kazaa [2]
Most of the pollution today emanates from “professional” polluters that work
on the behalf of copyright owners, including the record labels and the motionpicture companies. From this economic context and from our own testing and
usage experience, we conclude that the professional polluters tend to pollute
popular content, such as recently-released hit-songs and films. In [2] a random
sample of recent, popular songs were shown to be heavily polluted whereas a
random sample of songs for the 70s were shown to be mostly clean.
In order to facilitate the spread of the polluted content polluters have highbandwidth Internet connections ,have high availability, and they are not behind
firewalls or NATed routers.
In our methodology for detecting polluted content and blacklisting polluters,
we will make the following assumptions about polluters. Many of these assumptions will be corroborated in Section 5, where our measurement results are presented.
– Because polluters share popular titles at attractive file-transfer rates, there
is a high demand for their content from unsuspecting users. To meet the
demand, the polluter often uses a server farm at one or more polluter sites.
The nodes in a server farm are concentrated in a narrow IP address range.
– Whereas regular P2P users run one client instance per host, polluters often
run many clients in each of their nodes, with each instance having a different
username and sharing its own set of copies and versions for the targeted titles.
This is done to improve placement of search results in the users’ GUIs.
– A polluter distributes multiple polluted versions of the same title. This also
improves the placement of search result in the users’ GUIs. As we will show
in Section 5, an ordinary user typically has a small number of versions of
any title. To compete with all the clean versions in the display of the search
results, a polluter needs to provide many different versions (each with a
different hash) to increase the chances that its versions are selected from the
users’ GUIs.

3

Methodology

In this paper we develop methodologies for two tasks. The first task, which
we refer to as blacklisting, is to find the IP address ranges that include the
large majority of the polluters. The second task, referred to as pollution level
estimation, is to determine the extent of pollution for specified titles. For both
of these tasks, the first step is to crawl the file sharing system, as we now discuss.
3.1

Crawling

Crawling a P2P file sharing system is the process of visiting a large number
of nodes to gather information about the copies of files being shared in the
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system. The crawler might gather, for example, the IP addresses and hashes of
all copies of files being shared in the network for a set of specific titles over a given
period of time. Several independent research groups have developed crawlers for
P2P file sharing systems. A crawler for the original single-tier Gnutella system
is described in [3]. A crawler for the current two-tier Gnutella system (with
“ultrapeers”) is described in [4]. A crawler for eDonkey is described in [15]. A
crawler for the FastTrack P2P file sharing is described in [2]. Since P2P networks
are dynamic, with nodes frequently joining and leaving, a good crawler needs to
rapidly crawl the entire network to obtain an accurate snapshot.
The first step in our methodologies is to crawl the P2P file sharing system
and obtain the following information for each title of interest: the number of
versions in the file sharing system for the title; the hash values for each of the
versions; the number of copies of each version available in the file sharing system;
for each copy, the IP address of the node that is sharing it; the port number of
the application instance at that node (many modern P2P systems vary the port
number across nodes to bypass firewalls); the username at that node; and, for
each copy, some copy details (e.g., playtime, file size, description, etc). For each
title of interest, the crawler deposits this information in a crawling database,
which can then be analyzed off-line. We will describe a crawler for the FastTrack
network in Section 4.
3.2

Identifying pollution sources

Polluters typically control blocks of IP addresses and can easily move their nodes
from one IP address to another within the block. Thus, rather than idnetifying
individual IP addresses, we should find ranges or IP addresses that are likely to
include the polluters in the near future as well as the present. Our methodology
has the following steps:
1. Crawl the P2P file sharing system as described above.
2. From the data in the crawling database, identify the /24 prefixes that are
likely operated by polluters.
3. Merge groups of /24 prefixes that are topologically close and don’t cross
BGP prefixes. The set of merged prefixes becomes our blacklist set.
We now describe the second and third steps in more detail.
The second step is to identify /24 prefixes that are likely operated by polluters. A polluter typically leases from a data center a set of server nodes in a
narrow IP address range. Data centers do not normally include ordinary P2P
users, which typically access the Internet from residences and universities. A /24
prefix is small enough so that both polluters and ordinary users do not operate
from within the same prefix; and it is large enough to cover multiple polluting
servers in most subnets. In the third step, we search for larger subnets.
Let N denote the number of titles investigated and Tn denote the nth title.
For each title Tn , we determine from the crawling database the /24 prefixes that
contain at least one copy of title Tn . Suppose there are I (n) such /24 prefixes;
(n) (n)
(n)
denote the set of these prefixes by P (n) = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pI (n) }.
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We now introduce the important concept of the “density of a prefix,” which
(n)
(n)
will be used repeatedly in this paper. For each such prefix pi , define xi to
be the number of IP addresses in the prefix with at least one copy of the title
(n)
and yi to be the number of copies (included repeated copies across nodes)
(n)
of the title stored in the prefix. Finally, define the density of prefix pi as
(n)
(n)
(n)
di = yi /xi .
From our assumptions about how polluters operate (see Section 2), we expect
the prefixes with high density values to be operated by polluters and prefixes
with low densities to contain only “innocent” users. We consider prefixes with
(n)
a density higher than a threshold dthresh to be operated by polluters. There
are many possible heuristics that can be used to determine this threshold. We
now describe a simple heuristic that gives good performance. It is based on the
(n) (n)
median value of the distinct density values in {d1 , d2 , . . . , dI (n) } denoted by
(n)
dmedian . Of course, different prefixes have different numbers of users and different
densities, so in order to allow for a variance in user behavior we set a threshold
to a multiple of the median. Specifically, our heuristic sets the threshold to
(n)

(n)

dthresh = kdmedian

(1)

where k is an appropriately chosen scaling factor (see Section 5). We say that a
(n)
(n)
(n)
prefix pi is a polluting prefix if di ≥ dthresh . Let Q be the union of all the
polluting /24 prefixes over all N titles.
A polluter may actually operate within a network that is larger than a /24
prefix. The third step of our methodology is to create larger prefixes which
encompass neighboring /24 prefixes in Q. For this, we merge adjacent prefixes
in the IP space. We also merge some non-adjacent prefixes. To this end, we
perform a traceroute from each of 20 PlanetLab nodes to one IP address in each
of the prefixes in Q. Prefixes which have the same last router become candidates
for merging. In doing this we need to account for the possibility that some of
the traceroutes passing through the same last router may actually pass through
the router via different interfaces (and thus IP addresses) [9]. Suppose there are
J groups of prefixes, with each prefix in a group sharing the same last router.
(Some groups may contain a single prefix.) Let Gj , j = 1, . . . , J, denote the
groups. For each group of prefixes Gj , denote pj as the longest prefix that covers
all the prefixes in Gj . For each such pj we verify that it does not cross prefixes
found in a BGP table. If it does, we decompose pj back into its original /24
prefixes. Let P be the resulting set of prefixes. P is our final pollutions source
set, and consists of all the pj ’s that pass the BGP test and all of the decomposed
/24 prefixes as just described.
Note that this methodology for creating a pollution source set does not involve the downloading of content. Indeed, any download-based methodology
would require the downloading of an excessively large number of files as well
as an automated procedure to determine whether a downloaded file is polluted.
Our approach is instead based on the metadata that is gathered by the crawler.
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This approach is efficient in that crawling a large-scale P2P file-sharing system
can be quickly done with modest resources.
3.3

Evaluation Procedure for Pollution Source Sets

The pollution source set P may not be completely accurate in that it may not
contain all polluting nodes (false negatives) and it may contain some active nodes
that are innocent users (false positives). We evaluate a blacklisting methodology
by estimating the probability of false positives and false negatives.
To this end, we need a procedure to determine whether a downloaded version
of any given title is polluted. This can be done by downloading the version and
manually watching or listening to it. Such a manual procedure would require
an excessive amount of human resources. Instead we use a simple automated
procedure which has been shown to give accurate results [2]. Specifically, we
download the version into RAM and declare the version to be clean (unpolluted)
if the following three criteria are met:
1. Rehashing the file results in the
to request the file;
2. The title is decodable according
ample, an mp3 file fully decodes
3. The title’s playback duration is
information for that title.

same hash value as the one that was used
to the media format specifications; for exas a valid mp3 file [24].
within 10% of the one specified in release

In any one of the three criteria is violated, we consider the version to be polluted.
We refer to this procedure as the automated version-checking procedure.
Having described our procedure to determine whether a downloaded version
is polluted, we can now state our false-negative and false-positive evaluation
procedure. To evaluate the false-negative probability, we randomly select 1,000
users having IPs outside of P and having a copy of at least one of the investigated
titles. For each randomly selected node, we randomly download 5 versions stored
at that node. We declare a node to be a false negative if all of the following
conditions are satisfied: (i) it has at least 5 versions of any one of the investigated
titles; (ii) its upload throughput is greater than a given threshold. (In Section
4 we describe how we estimate a node’s upload throughput); (iii) its Last Hop
RTT is less than a threshold (we define Last Hop RTT in Section 4) ; and (iv) all
of the randomly selected versions are polluted. Thus a randomly selected node is
declared a false negative if that node has the main characteristics of a polluting
node. (See Section 2.) The false-negative probability is simply the the number
of randomly selected nodes declared to be false negatives divided by the total
number of randomly selected nodes.
A false positive occurs when an “innocent” non-polluting node is blacklisted
as a polluter by our methodology. This can happen when a /24 prefix is labelled
a polluting prefix but contains non-polluting users, or when innocent users are
added to P during the merging process. To evaluate the false-positive probability,
we randomly select 1,000 nodes in P containing a copy of at least one of the
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titles. For each randomly selected node, we randomly download five versions
stored at that node. We declare a randomly selected node to be a false positive
if any of the following criteria are satisfied: (i) its throughput is smaller than the
threshold; (ii) its last hop RTT is larger than the threshold; and (iii) at least
one of the randomly selected versions is clean. The false-positive probability is
simply the the number of randomly selected nodes declared to be false positives
divided by the total number of randomly selected nodes.
3.4

Estimating Content Pollution Levels

In this subsection we provide our methodology for estimating the pollution level
of any arbitrary title Tn . The methodology builds on the blacklisting methodology. We define the pollution level of a title as the fraction of copies of the
title available in the P2P file sharing system that are polluted. The pollution
level of a title can be estimated by randomly selecting a large number of copies
of the title, downloading each of the copies, and then testing the copies for pollution (either by listening to them or through some automated procedure). This
requires an exorbitant amount of resources, particularly if we wish to accurately
determine the pollution levels of many titles. We instead estimate the pollution
levels of titles directly from the metadata available in the crawling database. To
this end, we make the following assumptions:
1. All copies of the title that are stored in a blacklisted node (that is, in a node
in P) are polluted.
2. For each node outside of P with at least one copy of Tn , all copies stored at
that node are polluted except for one copy.
With these assumptions, we now derive an expression for E (n) , the estimated
pollution level of title Tn . For a title Recall that y (n) is the total number of
copies of the title available in the crawling database. Also let z (n) be the number
of nodes outside of the blacklist set P that have at least one copy of Tn . The
above two assumptions imply that the number of copies of Tn that are polluted
is y (n) − z (n) ; thus, our estimate of the pollution level for title Tn is
E (n) =
3.5

y (n) − z (n)
y (n)

(2)

Evaluation Procedure for Pollution-Level Estimation

E (n) is an estimate of the pollution level of title Tn , derived solely from the
metadata in the crawling database. To evaluate the accuracy of this estimate,
we compare it with a measured value, which is obtained by actually downloading
content. Specifically, for a given title Tn we do the following:
1. We download the most popular versions of the title. The number of versions
downloaded is such that the downloaded versions covers at least 80% of all
copies of the title in the file-sharing system. For title Tn , let Jn be the number
of versions that meet this 80% criterion.
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2. For each of these versions, we determine if the version is polluted or not
using the automated version checking procedure described in Section 3.3.
(n)
Let δi be equal to 1 if version i is determined polluted and be equal to 0
otherwise.
3. The crawling database provides the number of copies that each version con(n)
tributes. Let ci be the number of copies of version i in the database. We
calculate the fraction of polluted copies L(n) as
L(n) =

PJn

(n) (n)
i=1 ci δi
PJn (n)
i=1 ci

(3)

We then define the error in the pollution-level estimate as:
Error =

|E (n) − L(n) |
L(n)

(4)

We present the resulting error and its implications in Section 5.

4

Experimental Setup

We evaluated our methodologies from data collected in the FastTrack file-sharing
network. We first briefly describe the FastTrack network and the FastTrack
crawler.
4.1

FastTrack Crawler

With more than two million simultaneous active nodes (in Nov 2004), FastTrack
is one of the largest P2P file sharing systems. It has at least an order of magnitude
more users than Gnutella. It is used by several FastTrack clients including Kazaa,
kazaa-lite, Grokster, and iMesh. It is also known to be the target of the pollution
attack. For these reasons, we chose to test our pollution source set and pollutionlevel methodologies on FastTrack.
In [2] we already described the FastTrack Network structure and a crawling
platfrom that we developped for it. In thise paper we use our crawler to collect
metadata and analyse it.
4.2

PlanetLab Measurement

As part of our evaluation procedures, we also determine the download throughput and the last-hop Round Trip Time (RTT) at various nodes in the FastTrack
network. We now describe how we measure those metrics. Download throughput
and last-hop RTT depend on the measurement host from which the measurement is being initiated. To reduce the observer bias, we distributed our measuring
hosts on a number of PlanetLab nodes.
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Throughput We used 20 well connected PlanetLab hosts that downloaded data
from each measured host. The measurement was performed in the following way.
The PlanetLab nodes sequentially establish TCP connections to each measured
FastTrack node. For each connection, the PlanetLab host requests 500KB of
data. If t denotes the time from when the PlanetLab host begins to receive the
500KB until when it has received all of the 500 KB, then the throughput of
the connection is defined to be (500KB)/t. The throughput of the node is then
obtained by averaging the throughput over all successful connections. A custom
program was developed to download and report those measurements from the
different nodes.
Estimated Last-Hop RTT To verify our blacklisting methodology, we also
measured the Last-Hop Round Trip Time (RTT). The last-hop RTT is the time
it takes a small packet to travel from this last router to the destination host
and back to the last router [22]. We can only estimate the last-hop RTT with
indirect measurement from our sources, since we don’t have access to the routers.
To estimate the last-hop RTT, we measure the minimum out of 3 RTTs from the
source to the destination from which we subtract the minimum RTT from the
source to the last router, as shown in Figure 1. For each PlanetLab source, we
found the difference of those values and took the minimum one as an estimate
of the last-hop RTT for that target IP address.

src

last hop dst
router

Fig. 1. Computing Estimated Last-Hop RTT: The estimated last-hop RTT (grey) is
the difference between the RTT times to the destination host and the last-hop router.

In both experiments we used 20 PlanetLab nodes and we selected them from
different parts of North America, Europe, Asia and the Pacific.

5

Results

In this section we present the results of our experiments. We first describe the raw
data. We then provide the results pertaining to the blacklisting and pollutionlevel methodologies.
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5.1

Raw Data

The crawling platform captured 124GB of metadata on the KaZaA network from
Nov 21 to Nov 27. The crawler queried supernodes around the world for 170
titles, consisting of 133 songs and 37 movies. We choose these title as follows.
As discussed in Section 2, popular, newly released titles are often targets for
pollution. Even though this paper mostly focuses on music, we include some
movie titles to illustrate that the technique is universal. Most of the chosen
songs are new popular songs, with their titles obtained from the listing available
at itunes.com [6]. Some of the chosen songs are “oldies” obtained from about.com
70s charts [7]. The remaining chosen content is newly released DVDs from the
list of top rentals at blockbuster.com [8]. This selection gave us a varied list of
popular titles without particular taste or style preference bias in our results.
Table 1 includes some of the data that we gathered from the crawler for a
few of the representative titles. The titles in this table are chosen to represent
a diversity of data distributions. The presented data includes the title numbers;
the number of versions (hashes) of that title that were observed; the number of
users who possess a copy of any version of title; the number of copies of the title;
the total number IP addresses that were gathered (Because multiple FastTrack
clients can be present on one IP address, one IP address can represent more than
one user.); and the number of public IP addresses.
Table 1. Raw Data for Representative Titles
title versions users copies total IPs Public IPs
040 225341 135102 2120160
8627
7577
008 155642 112542 1575686
6188
5298
060 91447 172879 300865
57681
52252
052 48607 126226 301075
46129
40419
097
9648 28583 37173
17468
15289
009
3795 41405 56215
24689
22388
111
5503 14519 17562
9801
8437
005
5856 56351 67945
37051
32162

5.2

Pollution Source Identification

We now present and analyze the results obtained from our blacklisting methodology. We clustered all public IP addresses from our database into /24 prefixes
and calculated the density of each prefix. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the density
distribution for the title “Pain” by “Jimmy Eat World” (040). Figures 2(c) and
2(d) show the same plots but for the title “Let’s Get It Started” by “Black Eyed
Peas” (005). For both titles, most of the prefixes have a density of 1. For “Pain”,
there are 5,012 prefixes with density 1 and for “Let’s Get It Started”, there are
28,506 such prefixes. It is clear from these figures that for some titles there are
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prefixes with extremely high densities (there are prefixes with over density of
over 10,000 in title 040), while for other titles, all prefixes have low densities(all
prefixes have density less than 15 in title 005). It is also clear from these figures
that title 005 has not been targeted by the pollution attack whereas the title
040 has.
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We now turn our attention to determining the blacklist set using the blacklisting methodology developed in Section 3. As defined in Equation 1, we use a
(n)
blacklisting threshold of kdmedian . In that formula k is an experimental constant;
through many trials we found that k = 8 consistently achieves good separation
of ordinary users and polluters. Figures 2(b) and 2(d) include the thresholds
for the two titles. In the case of the polluted title “Pain,” with median of 17
(040)
and resulting threshold of dthresh = 136, it successfully manages to separate the
majority users from the outstanding few with high density, while in the case of
the clean song “Let’s Get It Started,” with median of 4 and theshold of 32, the
threshold is above all prefix densities and thus does not blacklist any prefix.
For the prefixes with densities larger than the threshold for each title, there
are 114 /24 prefixes, containing 1,218 IP address (with one of the titles), 70,224,279
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title copies, and 10,518,683 versions of 154 of the 170 titles that we had in our
crawling database. Note that a very small fraction of the /24 prefixes in FastTrack are responsible for pollution.
The next step of our methodology is the merging of the prefixes that are
topologically close. Merging the consecutive /24 prefixes and those that have
the same last hop router resulted in decreasing the number of clusters to 101
prefixes, with the masks ranging from /24 to /16. We then performed the BGP
prefix verification. The BGP prefixes are from [10] obtained on 12/06/04. We had
information about 17,037,611 prefixes. Some of the prefixes that resulted from
merging were part of different BGP prefixes. Those merges had to be abandoned.
After the BGP verification we had a final list of identified polluter IP ranges,
details for which we present in Table 2. We see from the table that the resulting
blacklist set P has 112 prefixes. These prefixes contain 1,218 IP addresses that
contain at least one copy of one of the investigated titles. The table also shows
that the methodology does not blacklist the remaining 325,075 prefixes, which
contain over 1.3 million IP addresses with the investigated content. To understand better the distribution of those prefixes we also determined the number of
BGP prefixes and ASs that the were supersets of the the blacklisted ranges. We
present those numbers also in Table 2. The 112 prefixes that we found are parts
of 79 BGP prefixes, or 59 BGP ASs - a very limited set of prefixes compared to
the total number of prefixes and ASs found in the BGP tables.

Table 2. Pollution Source Results
Number of Number of Number of Number of
Nodes
IPs
prefixes BGP prefixes BGP ASs
Blacklisted
1218
112
79
59
Non-Blacklisted 1,303,954
325,075
15,747
4,296

Table 3 provides important insights into the characteristics of the nodes
blacklisted by the methodology. A non-blacklisted node, when it has at least
one copy of a particular title, has on average 1.56 copies of that title. On the
other hand, a blacklisted node, when it has at least one copy of a particular title,
has on average more than 11 copies of the title (each of a different version)! The
variance of the number of copies per title is also reported in Table 3. Finally, the
number of users (client instances) per node is also reported. It is interesting to
note that a blacklisted node has on average a remarkable 269 user instances per
IP address. In contrast, non-blacklisted nodes have essentially just one instance
per IP. The exact value of 1.01 can be explained by the use of SOCKS proxies
that allow different users to connect to the P2P network with the same public
IP address but different username and port number.
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Table 3. Node Statistics
Nodes
Blacklisted
Non-blacklisted

5.3

Avg. copies Variance of Avg. users
per title # of copies
per IP
11.67
20.0
269
1.56
1.88
1.01

Evaluating the Accuracy of the Pollution Source Estimation

The last-hop RTT experiment was described in Section 4. Fig 5.3 shows the
results of the experiment. We compare the last-hop RTTs of 3,120 randomly
chosen non-blacklisted nodes with all 1,218 blacklisted nodes. Since not all of
these nodes were up and not all routers replied to the traceroutes, we were able
to successfully measure 401 non-blacklisted nodes and 523 blacklisted nodes.
Fig 5.3 shows that the vast majority of the non-blacklisted nodes have a last
hop RTT in the 5-15 ms range with average value of 15.27 ms and median of
5.32ms. Over 45% of non-blacklisted nodes have a last-hop RTT below 5ms,
while for less then 10% it is over 45 ms. This diversity is quite reasonable and in
agreement with previous research [22]. The different values match the different
Internet access links that users typically have (< 1ms for LAN, >5m for cable,
>15ms for ADSL and >150ms for dial up modem). In contrast, the average
estimated last-hop RTT for the blacklisted nodes is 0.67ms, and the median is
0.1ms (typical for LAN connections). Thus, the last-hop RTTs provide evidence
that the nodes in our blacklist set are polluters whereas the nodes outside the
blacklist set are ordinary users. The average values for both blacklisted and
non-blacklisted nodes are listed in Table 4.
We now turn to our TCP throughput experiment as described in Section 4.
We used a distributed approach to avoid any limits imposed on our campus connection and obtain an average throughput from different geographic locations.
We again compare blacklisted nodes with non-blacklisted nodes. Figure 5.3 shows
the CDFs for these two classes of nodes. In these CDFs, the nodes are re-ordered
from lowest throughput to highest throughput. We see that more than 95% of
the measured non-blacklisted nodes had a throughput less than 20 KBytes/sec.
At the same time, more than 95% of the blacklisted nodes have a throughput of
more than 20 KBytes/sec. Thus, the TCP throughput provides further evidence
that the nodes in our blacklist set are polluters whereas the nodes outside the
blacklist set are ordinary users. This observation made us chose the value of
20KBytes/s as a threshold in our false positive and false negative evaluation.
The average values for both types of nodes are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Average Throughput and Last-Hop RTT
Nodes
TCP Throughput Last Hop RTT
Blacklisted
2,478 kbps
0.67ms
Non-Blacklisted
75.8 kbps
15.27ms
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In order to evaluate the false negatives and the false positives, we use the
methodology described in Section 3. We set the threshold for the estimated last
hop RTT to 1ms and the threshold for throughput to 20KBps.
We tested 1,000 users (with unique IP addresses) from outside of P for false
negatives. 28 had more than 5 versions of a title and passed the first test. We
randomly downloaded 5 versions from each of those users and determined that for
4 of the users all versions were corrupted. We finally applied the TCP throughput
and last hop RTT tests. Only 2 users failed all 4 tests. Thus, the false negative
ratio of the blacklisting methodology can be estimated to 0.2%.
We also tested 1,000 users from inside of P for false positives. After randomly
downloading 5 versions for content testing, we found that 46 users provide at
least one non-polluted version of a title. The next test determined that 38 and
25 users failed the throughput and last hop RTT tests respectively. Overall, 71
users failed at least one of the 3 tests causing a false positive ratio of 7.1%. We
suspect those to be regular KaZaA clients that the polluters use to study the
network and their targets. Details on the false positive and negative results are
shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Pollution Source Evaluation Tests
False neg
False pos

Versions Polluted Throughput RTT Total
2.8% 0.40%
7.5% 12% 0.20%
N/A 4.60%
3.8% 2.5% 7.10%

We also evaluate the effect of the blacklisting methodology by comparing
the average number of copies per user in FastTrack without blacklisting and
with blacklisting. Figure 2(i) shows a plot of the average number of copies and
the variance for the 122 titles that we analyzed when blacklisting is employed.
Fig 2(j) shows the same graph without the blacklisting. Note that the scale of
the graph changes by a factor of 20 and becomes much more uniform. After
blacklisting, the average number of copies of a title dropped down to less than
3 for all titles with a maximum variance of about 3.
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5.4

Estimating Pollution Levels

We used our methodology described in Section 3 to determine the pollution
levels of the 122 investigated titles.
We present the pollution levels, obtained by the formulas in Section 3, for
all 122 titles. Since this would take up too much space, in Figure 2 we present
a bar graph showing the number of titles with their pollution level in different
intervals. The picture shows that 58 of the titles have estimated pollution level of
90% or more, while 51 titles have pollution level of less than 50%. There are no
titles with pollution level of 0% because every title has some number of polluted
versions out there.
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Fig. 2. Estimated Pollution Level of all
122 analized titles
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Fig. 3. Measured vs. estimated pollution levels for 24 titles

To give further insight into pollution levels, we plotted the CDFs of the
fraction of copies versus the fraction of users for the titles under investigation.
Due to space constraints, in Fig 2(k) we only show the plots for 8 representative
titles. For some titles the large percentage of all copies is concentrated within a
small number of users; those titles have a very skewed CDF. Other titles have
a more uniform distribution for the number of versions per user. The CDF of a
title gives a visual representation of its pollution level. A very skewed CDF shows
that just a few users have copies of most of the versions of a title. A regular user
does not normally have hundreds or thousands of versions of the same song; so
those users must be polluters and the title must be polluted.
Another interesting result that we present here is the distribution of the
number of copies of a title and the number of versions. The CDFs for the 8
representative titles are shown in Figure 2(l). The figure shows that for some
titles the top 100 versions account for 80% or more of the copies that are available
on the network. This result is indeed expected since clean songs usually have few
popular versions. Other titles, however, are highly scattered, having as many as
the top 500 of their versions accounting for a less than 30% of the total number
of copies for that title. This also matches our expectations and explains why it is
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very difficult to find a clean version of a highly-polluted title. Thus, the highest
polluted title on the plot is 008, while the cleanest one is 005.
5.5

Pollution Level Evaluation

We now evaluate our pollution level estimates, using the procedure described
in Section 3. Recall that this procedure compares our estimated pollution level
E (n) with the measured pollution level L(n) . We selected 24 songs for which the
top 200 versions represented 80% or more of the total number of copies. We
then downloaded the top 200 versions and used our automatic testing procedure
to determine if they are polluted or not. Figure 3 shows the correlation of the
measured and estimated pollution level for those titles. The plot is consistently
linear and indicates that our procedure for estimating the pollution levels of
titles is quite accurate. The 10% difference in the correlation can be explained
by the fact that we don’t actually download all the versions but just the top 80%
or so (the top 200 versions sometimes correspond to more than 80%). We then
computed the value of the error for the estimated pollution level as discussed in
our Methodology (Equation 4) and its value was 6.8%.

6

Related Work

Although a relatively new Internet application, there are many measurement
studies on P2P file-sharing systems. Bandwidth, availability, and TCP connection duration for popular filesharing systems such as Gnutella and Napster are
examined in [11] [12] [14] [3]. P2P user behavior and content characteristics are
studied in [13] [15].
Several independent research groups have developed crawlers for P2P file
sharing systems. A crawler for the original single-tier Gnutella system is described in [3]. A crawler for the current two-tier Gnutella system (with “ultrapeers”) is described in [4]. A crawler for e-donkey is described in [15]. A crawler
for the FastTrack P2P file sharing is described in [2].
There is related work on attacks and shortcomings of P2P systems. The
freerider problem, potential attacks to and from P2P systems, and the DRM are
considered in [16], [17] and [18]. DoS attackes in P2P systems are investigated
in [16] [19]. Viruses are addressed in [16] and [20].
There are also relevant related studies of CDNs and peer selection. RTT
bandwidth, and TCP throughput are examined in [21] for server selection purpose and RTT, throughput probing and bandwidth measurement is considered
in [22] for heterogenous P2P environments. In particular, our throughput and
last-hop RTT techniques were derived from [22].
In [2] it was established that pollution is widespread for popular titles. The
methodology in [2] to determine pollution levels is inefficient in that it requires
downloading and binary content analysis of hundreds of versions for every investigated title. Although the current paper makes use of the FastTrack crawler
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in [2], the contribution is very different. It is the first paper to develop a blacklisting methodology for file-sharing systems. Furthermore, all the methodologies
in this paper do not require any downloading and are solely based on metadata
gathered from the crawler. A user-supported antip2p banlist is available in [23].

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we considered two related problems: creating blacklists for polluting
IP address ranges, and estimating the pollution level of targeted titles. Adequate
solutions to both of these problems require accuracy and efficiency. Extensive
tests with data collected from the FastTrack P2P file-sharing system have shown
that our methodologies meet both of these goals.
Our methodologies do not involve the downloading of any files. Instead, they
identify polluting IP address ranges and targeted titles by collecting and analyzing metadata from the file sharing system. The metadata is harvested by
crawling the nodes in the file sharing system. From this harvested metadata,
our methodology constructs the blacklisted IP address ranges and the estimated
pollution levels for the targeted titles. The methodology is efficient in that it
collects metadata (text) rather than binary content and that a large number of
titles, and virtually all the file-sharing nodes can be investigated in one crawl.
To address accuracy, we developed several criteria to evaluate the methodologies. We then applied these criteria to a comprehensive test case for the
FastTrack file-sharing system. For blacklisting, we found the probability of false
negative and false positive to both be low, namely, 0.2% and 7.1%, respectively.
After applying the blacklist, the average number of versions per user for polluted
titles decreases dramatically. These results testify to the overall accuracy of our
blacklisting methodology. For estimating pollution-levels, we compared our estimated pollution-levels with measured estimates, which involved the downloading
and binary analysis of titles. For our comprehensive test case, we found the percentage error to quite low, less than 7%.
In a real deployment, it is important that the blacklist set and the pollutionlevel estimates adapt as polluters change hosts and target new content. Our
methodology is naturally suited for such a dynamic environment. The crawler
can operate continuously, collecting metadata for fresh titles as they become
released. The fresh titles can be obtained directly from on-line billboard charts.
Similarly, our methodology can continuously be applied to the data in the crawling database, thereby dynamically adjusting the blacklist set and the pollutionlevel estimates.
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